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Szymanski phases out continuing studies
BY JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

President Edna Szymanski said
the continuing studies department
has been phased out to focus
on programs that directly benefit
current students.
“We did a very careful study of
the costs and the revenues, and
we discovered that continuing
studies as a whole was costing us
far more than it was bringing in in
revenue,” Szymanski said.

Continuing studies was a
standalone department that
directed a large number of
public outreach programs. The
department included programs for
children, business professionals,
kindergarten through 12th grade
educators and current college
students.
“Right now, this university is
supported 64 percent by your
tuition; for that reason, I can’t
continue anything that doesn’t

either benefit you directly, or in
someway, generate a profit that
can be turned back to benefit you
directly,” Szymanski said.
The decision to phase out the
department was made early last
spring after many studies and
discussions.
“Tough times like now require
difficult decisions,” Szymanski
said. “A lot of the programs
started in 1996 as public outreach
or for the good of the public,

but the public isn’t paying the
majority of the bill right now.”
The programs, such as
Saturday classes and hybrid
courses, which are beneficial
to current students, have been
phased into the colleges. More
programs may be taken on by
other departments and continue
under the department’s direction.
The math department has
committed to taking over and
continuing the Summer Algebra

University ends Delta Zeta lease

Institute, said Kathleen McNabb,
assistant to the president and
former customized training
program coordinator.
The Summer Algebra Institute
is a one-week program that takes
place in July and teaches children
in grades 3-6 a unique way to do
algebra.
The College of Business and
Industry has also taken over one
of the programs, The Essentials
CONT. STUDIES, PAGE 7

Students
perform with
Journey
drummer
BY BECKI DEGEEST
degeestre@mnstate.edu

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

The university plans to demolish the empty Delta Zeta house to extend the parking lot in the northwest corner of campus.

BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

In the northwest edge of campus, one
MSUM sorority house now sits empty,
awaiting demolition to make room for more
parking.
Delta Zeta’s lease with the university
expired at the end of 2011. The property at
524 10th St. S. – on a corner slice surrounded
by parking lots – is slated for flattening within
one or two years, MSUM’s vice president
for finance and administration Jan Mahoney
wrote in an email.
“The condition of the windows and the
building’s foundation were such that we
could not allow occupancy without extensive
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repairs, which would not be cost effective,”
she wrote.
Maggie Holmberg, MSUM Delta Zeta
president, declined to comment for this story,
directing questions to Krysten Edwards, the
college chapter director.
“We’re not supposed to talk to the press
about our chapter because it can always be
turned around and look bad for the chapter,”
Holmberg said.
In a Facebook post on the MSUM Delta
Zeta site in December, Holmberg exuded
optimism.
She wrote: “so i got a fortune cookie today
that said “You will move to a wonderful new
home within the year” i think it’s a good sign
for us! and come on, what’s more legit than a

Men’s Basketball,			
Page 8

fortune cookie? (:”
DZs are “not thrilled,” about losing their
abode, said Becky Boyle Jones, assistant
director of campus activities and Greek life.
“It’s nice to have a place to live … but it’s not
like anyone was kicked out of their home.”
Boyle Jones said the sorority sisters had
ample time to find new dwellings and to hold
a rummage sale of extra furnishings.
When Edwards joined Delta Zeta in 2000,
the sisters had just moved into their rental
house after the university razed their previous
home across from MacLean for motorcycle
parking. The lease was understood to be a
temporary arrangement, Edwards said.
“We always knew,” she said. “But I don’t
DELTA ZETA, PAGE 7

The MSUM percussion/world
music ensemble, Fuego Tropical
knew it was in for a good time
and great learning experience
when it performed for more than
800 people and attended clinics
on Jan. 7, the Minnesota Day of
Percussion.
The group performed at
Rosemont (Minn.) High School,
along with various other
percussion-based groups that
day. Near the end of the concert,
Fuego performed with Steve
Smith, legendary drummer of the
rock band Journey.
Though the group knew it
would be performing with Smith,
members were still excited to
work with him and see him
perform.
“I was very excited to work
with him,” junior Theresa Boyle
said. “I really didn’t know too
much about him at first, just that
he was a celebrity. He was way
more talented than I expected
him to be. I think the whole group
was completely blown away by
him.”
The Minnesota Day of
Percussion is a day full
of educational clinics and
performances by percussion
groups from around the country.
MSUM may host Minnesota Day
of Percussion in November, said
Kenyon Williams, director of
Fuego Tropical.
Fuego Tropical was formed in
2003 with a grant from the Center
for Teaching and Learning.
Williams gave the group many
FUEGO, PAGE 7
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ampus
alendar

1.19

1.20

1.21

1.22

1.23

1.24

1.19 - 1.25

5 - 6:30 p.m. - Career
Development: The Basics
- Maclean 167
7:30 p.m. - Betty Mae
Fikes’ one-woman show Weld 106
6 p.m. - Dragon swim
invite - Nemzek pool
7 p.m. - Swing dance club
- CMU nderground
9:30 a.m. - Dragon swim
invite - Nemzek pool
1:45 p.m. - Planetarium
public show “The Little
Star That Could” - Bridges
167
2 p.m. - MSUM wrestling
vs. St. Cloud - Nemzek
Fieldhouse
3 p.m. - F-M Festival of
Singing - Weld 106
8 p.m. - Grocery bag
disco bingo - CMU
Ballroom
11 a.m. - National Lego
Day - CMU main lounge
12 p.m. - “Daughters of
Africa” performance Weld 106
7 p.m. - MSUM wrestling
vs. U of Mary - Nemzek
Fieldhouse
8:30 p.m. - Lutheran
Campus Ministry - CMU
Underground
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News Briefs MSUM Briefs
Romney: Tax rate
‘probably’ 15 percent

Apparently unsatisfied with the
time he’d been given to defend
his corporate record in Monday’s
debate, Mitt Romney held a press
conference Tuesday to continue
explaining how Bain Capital
created 120,000 jobs when he
was CEO.
The Republican frontrunner
did acknowledge that other
companies Bain had invested in
lost about 10,000 jobs, but when
those are compared with the jobs
that were created, his record
shows positive job growth.
Romney has been criticized by
competitors lately for his work at
the private-equity firm and for not
releasing his tax records. At the
press conference, he said he would
release his 2011 tax return when
it’s available in April, but said his
tax rate in recent years has been
something like the 15 percent
assessed on investment income,
as he is a multimillionaire.

Syria to foreign troops:
Stay out or else

As a new burst of violence
shakes Syria, leaving at least
30 dead across the nation, the
government said it “absolutely
rejects” a plan to send Arab
troops into the nation. If “foreign”
troops enter Syria, Assad’s
regime promised to confront the
trespassers.
President Obama said Tuesday
that the violence is “unacceptable”
and the Syrian regime must step
aside immediately. As if the
situation weren’t bad enough,
the United States said there are
“strong” signs that Iran is giving
Syria weapons.
In the past 10 months, 5,000
people have reportedly been killed
in Assad’s brutal crackdown, but
a more staggering 400 people
have allegedly been killed in the
past three weeks alone.

‘Occupy Congress’ rallies
in Washington D.C.

The holidays are over, and the
Occupy movement is back with
renewed energy and purpose.
Protesters from across the
country rallied at the U.S. Capitol
in Washington, D.C., on Tuesday
to condemn the influence of
corporate money in politics,
hoping their voices would be
heard by lawmakers returning
from vacation.
Organizers were touting the
rally, known as Occupy Congress,
as the largest nationwide
gathering since the movement
began in September.
A crowd of roughly 500
assembled on the west lawn
of the Capitol in the morning.
At midday, dozens swarmed
congressional buildings and the
group began a march from the
Capitol to the White House,
making a pit stop at the Supreme
Court. By nightfall, the crowd
grew to roughly 1,000 and four
people were arrested—fewer than
the movement had anticipated.

News briefs from dailybeast.com

Apply for Student
Academic Conference

The application window for the
Student Academic Conference is
now open on the SAC website.
The page works better when
opened in Mozilla Firefox than
Internet Explorer. (In Internet
Explorer, users must keep
clicking “NO, you do not want to
view ONLY the webpage content
delivered securely.”)
Visit the website for more
details regarding oral versus
poster presentations, helpful hints
for presenters and information
about how students and faculty
can get involved. All student
applications to present and all
faculty/staff volunteer forms are
due by Jan. 31.

500-mile Spanish trek
focus of lecture

MSUM Spanish instructor
Benjamin
Smith
recently
completed a 500-mile pilgrimage
in Spain, visiting Cistercian
monasteries
and
studying
medieval Spanish manuscripts.
He will talk about the experience
and his research at 7:30 p.m. on
Feb. 23 in the Library Auditorium.
From Sept. 1 to Oct. 12,
Smith walked the 1,000-year-old
route to the tomb of St. James
in Santiago de Compostela, in
Galicia. He either slept in a tent
or overnighted in albergues, or
inns, sponsored by monasteries
and local Catholic churches. St.
James is considered the patron
saint of Spain, and the monument
that marks his resting place is
the third most-visited shrine in
Christianity after Jerusalem and
Rome.
Smith’s hike was part of a
semester-long sabbatical leave
from his position at MSUM.
His research during the hike
focused on original manuscripts
associated with key sites along
the Camino de Santiago.
“These foundational texts
are hallmarks in the evolution
of the Spanish language,” said
Smith, whose principal interest
is the linguistic history of Spain.
“Walking the Camino de Santiago
was a way to interact intimately
with 1,000 years of the history
of the Spanish language as it
sprouted from Latin.”
MSUM briefs from Dragon
Digest and submitted to
advocate@mnstate.edu

Greg Lemke
1/9
Fire alarm at Center for
Business. Mechanical.
Vandalism to bicycle occurred
off-campus. Report taken at
Public Safety.

1/13
Smoking violation on west side
of South Snarr. One referred to
Campus Judicial.
Noise complaint in West Snarr.
Five referred to Campus Judicial.

Motor vehicle crash in Lot P involving state vehicle. Moorhead
PD responded.

Requested welfare check on student who hadn’t returned from
break. Contact made.

One referred to Campus Judicial
for fraudulent use of parking
ticket in Lot N.

Requested welfare check in Holmquist. One transported to local
hospital for evaluation.

1/10
Requested welfare check in
Nelson. Contact made.

Found alcohol container in the
Library. Destroyed.
Escort provided from Lommen to
Lot A1.
1/12

Assist Clay County Deputy Sheriff serving civil papers at Hagen.

1/14
One cited by Moorhead PD
near Wellness Center for minor
consuming.
Medical call in Nelson. One
transported to a local hospital.

Vandalism to state vehicle parked
in Lot P.
Recovered possible stolen
property in Grantham Hall.
Noise complaint in Grantham.
Four individuals referred to
Campus Judicial.

To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2675

GLTBQ literature reading National Stuttering
What do well-known writers Association meets today

like Walt Whitman, Herman
Melville and T.S. Eliot have in
common?
All these authors were either
of non-heterosexual orientation
or wrote about non-heterosexual
topics.
There will be a reading of
GLBTQ literature at 7 p.m.
today at the Red Raven Espresso
Parlor in Fargo. Attendees are
encouraged to bring their favorite
GLBTQ works to share or read.

School of Business faculty
publish paper

Sheri Erickson and Mary Stone,
faculty in the School of Business,
have a paper accepted for
publication. Their paper, “First
Year Experience Course: Insights
From The First Two Years,” will
be published in an upcoming
edition of the American Journal
of Business Education.

The next National Stuttering
Association meeting is at 6:30
p.m. today in Murray 210.
Anyone with an interest in
stuttering is welcome. For more
information,
please
contact
Bruce Hanson at 218.477.4641,
hansonbr@mnstate.edu.

A&E
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Center for Creativity hopes to rejuvenate local art
BY ANDREW JASON
jasonan@mnstate.edu

Art is getting rejuvenated with
the construction of the Katherine
Kilbourne Burgum Center for
Creativity. This new facility will
be located next to the Plains
Art Museum and is set to open
sometime this fall.
“After many years of having
this vision and working towards
it, hundreds of people will be able
to advance our youth education,
visual artists and opportunities
for families and adults in our
community,” said director and
CEO of the Plains Art Museum
Colleen Sheehy at a press
conference last month.
According to a press release
from the Plains Art Museum,
the center will provide services
for 6,000 Fargo public school
students
and
8,000
total
participants in its first year. The
center will be a 27,000 square
foot building and will have a large
ceramics studio with 13 pottery
wheels, two clay studios and
glazing and kiln rooms. Sheehy

and other employees of the Plains
Art Museum have high hopes for
the new center.
“The Center for Creativity is
going to be a hub for creativity
in our region,” Sheehy said at the
press conference. “It’s going to
advance how to think critically
and creatively.”
The construction of this
$6.2 million center was made
possible by a $300,000 donation
and $200,000 challenge grant by
the Katherine Kilbourne Burgum
Trust. The Burgum trust decided
to make this donation after
realizing how important art is to
a community.
“We need to embrace the
diversity that comes with rich,
vibrant communities, and often in
front of that is the arts,” said Doug
Burgum, the head of Burgum
Trust, at the press conference.
“When you take a look at the
revival of cities across the country,
one of the first organizations to
come back into the economically
depressed downtown areas is the
arts organizations.”
The museum will begin

a grassroots campaign for
donations. They hope to raise
$50,000 to $75,000 for energy
and
operational
efficiency
improvements, an art installation
wall for donor recognition,
electrical signage and other
features.
The Plains Art Museum has

long played a dominant role in
Fargo-Moorhead. It first opened
as the Red River Art Center in
1965 in the old Moorhead post
office. It moved to its current
spot at 704 First Ave. N., Fargp
in 1996.
Plains Art is accredited by
the
American
Association

of
Museums
and
offers
approximately
12
special
exhibitions throughout the year,
along with smaller exhibition.
Sheehy and other employees
hope to continue to spread art
and art education throughout the
region.

A sketch of the Katherine Kilbourne Burgum Center for Creativity, which is scheduled to open this fall.

Submitted photo

Community music calendar
1/19
1/20

1/21

1/22

Heart-Set Self Destruct - Nestor
Jeez Loueez - Windbreak
Modern Condition - Big D’s
Killer Spin - Garage Bar
Blues Tonic - Radisson
Sell Out Stereo - JT Cigarro
The Neptune Men - O’Kelly’s
Fire Water Burn - Speck’s Bar
Rhyme or Reason - Spirit’s Lounge
Poitin - Dempsey’s
Carmen the Cactus - Rick’s Bar
Kid Hollywood - West Fargo VFW
Hitchville - Windbreak
Jeez Loueez - Big D’s
Custard Pie - Garage Bar
Sell Out Stereo - JT Cigarro
Blues Tonic - Mapleton Hagges
Fire Water Burn - Speck’s Bar
Rhyme or Reason - Spirit’s Lounge
The Further Adjustments - Dempsey’s
Carmen the Cactus - Rick’s Bar
Mad Con- Windbreak
St. Olaf Choir - Trinity Lutheran Church
Tripwire - Windbreak

4 ON THE FLOOR

HAIRBALL

Friday, January 20
The Aquarium

Friday, January 27
The Venue @ The Hub

w/ Dirty Horse

QN%PPSTt"HFT

ROSTER MCCABE
w/ Two Many Banjos

Saturday, January 28
The Aquarium
QN%PPSTt"HFT

STEPHEN KELLOGG
& THE SIXERS
w/ Chris Koza & Katrina

4VOEBZ 'FCSVBSZ
The Aquarium
QN%PPSTt"HFT

T-PAIN & GYM
CLASS HEROES

X0VUBTJHIU (SJFWFT#VEP $SJT$BC
& Dextrious

4BUVSEBZ 'FCSVBSZ
The Venue @ The Hub

QN%PPSTt"HFT

SEBASTIAN BACH
'SJEBZ 'FCSVBSZ
The Venue @ The Hub
QN%PPSTt"HFT

JIM BRICKMAN
5IVSTEBZ 'FCSVBSZ
'BSHP5IFBUSF
QN4IPXt"MM"HFT

SARAH VOWELL
4BUVSEBZ "QSJM
'BSHP5IFBUSF
QN4IPXt"MM"HFT

QN%PPSTt"MM"HFT

CORNMEALt4VOEBZ 'FCSVBSZt"HFT t5IF"RVBSJVN
#"//&31*-05t4BUVSEBZ .BSDIt"HFT t5IF"RVBSJVN

5JDLFUTGPSBMMTIPXTBSFBWBJMBCMFBU
MPDBUFEBU#SPBEXBZPQFO
.POEBZ'SJEBZ1. CZQIPOF  POMJOFBU
ADAM HANSEN • hansenad@mnstate.edu

The Further Adjustments performs at Dempsey’s on Saturday.
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Winter made fun
Ideas for different personas

sculptures. To see winter art
at its full potential, attend this
event.
				 For the person looking for
something closer to the F-M
How about experiencing area, open mic nights and
something extreme this sea- poetry slams always feature
son to conquer those February unique and even odd perforfrustrations? Though winter mance.
“Getting up in front of peomay seem restrictive and boring to many, others thrive on ple you don’t know falls under
some of Minnesota’s eccen- the definition of extreme for
tric seasonal events and plac- many,” said Michael Loreno,
es. Here’s a snapshot of some owner of The Spot Restaurant
strangely thrilling things that and Wine Bar in Fergus Falls,
Minn. For the performing
occur in our region.
or observing type, The Spot
promotes artistic variety and
For the artist
Mouths gape and eyes rise social excitement with open
in amazement at the sculptures mic on the first Thursday of
crafted at the St. Paul Winter the month and poetry slams
Carnival’s snow-sculpting and every last Wednesday.
But a person barely has to
ice-carving contests. Named
“The Coolest Celebration on travel to experience an open
Earth,” this particular event mic or poetry slam. The Red
awards $3,000 to the first Raven Espresso Parlor on
place ice carving group and Main Avenue in Fargo hosts
$1,200 to the first place snow the Maker’s Market, an open
sculptor.
mic and poetry event the first
With those kinds of rewards, Saturday of every month. JT
the art is a must-see. The festi- Cigarro’s Bar and Lounge is
val is Jan. 26 through the first another Fargo establishment
week of February. The exact on Seventh Avenue South that
dates for this year’s contests offers open mic every other
are yet to be released.
Tuesday for those older than 21.
Fargo-Moorhead’s Defiant
Gardens will host a similar For the outdoorsman
event. Eight ice sculptures
People uncover the fisherwere chosen out of 16 sculp- man inside at nearby Polar
tures to be presented the eve- Fest’s Pole n’ Hole ice fishning of Feb. 3. Giant sculptures ing derby. Held Feb. 18 on
will be set alight to produce Little Detroit Lake’s north
a full “Winter Wonderland” side, a multitude of ice fisheffect. Teams, who have been ers and fans gather for a shot
critiqued and judged by local at the $10,000 or Chevy 4x4
college professors, as well as which goes to the largest fish.
two sculpting veterans from Though prizes are desirable,
Winnipeg, produce these many people believe that this
BY KATIE BAKER
bakerka@mnstate.edu

event is more about having
social fun and “just fishin’.”
The Suomi Hills Kennel
of Deer River, Minn., offers
a more intensive activity: dog
sledding. The “team” will give
mushing rides lasting anywhere
from one hour ($125 per hour
plus mileage) to a few days
($500/day plus mileage). The
party picks a trail to explore,
and the team comes to it.
Joel Kerstin, professional
musher, refers to these rides
as adventures. Besides exploring the woods and trails of
Minnesota, a person gets to
meet the furry individuals that power the company
and hear the 56-pawed “poetry” in mid-mush, with one
party member as the musher.
Even faster paced is a sport
that has many winter fans: skiing. “If you do only one thing
outdoors in winter, do it by
candle light,” suggested Beth
Gauper, who attends the annual Winter Tracks Festival in
Grand Marias, Minn. “Nothing
is more magical than a forest
full of flickering lights.”
One can find candlelight skiing, both long and short distances, at various state parks
not far from the F-M area. On
Feb. 4, one can take a pick
between the Battle Lake, Minn.,
area’s Glendalough State Park’s
one and a half mile cross country candlelight ski or Buffalo
State Park’s short cross-country
ski starting at MSUM’s Reginal
Science Center. Maplewood
State Park near Pelican Rapids,
Minn., also hosts a one-mile
candlelight ski on Feb. 25.
For the motor fan:
For viewers and drivers, the
Midnight Riders Classic Old
Timers Snowmobile run takes
place on Feb. 4. Hundreds of
snowmobilers congregate for
a show of classic snowmobiles
and then a race of more than
100 snowmobiles in Lake Park,
Minn.
Also for the auto-centered
individual are on-ice auto races.
The Minnesota Ice Racing Stud
Club tours the state each year
promoting the Minnesota Ice
Racing Championship. The
closest location this year is at
Mille Lacs Lake on Feb. 2526. The Stud Club and others
inquire that these ice auto races
are the fastest growing winter
sport.
Though this particular event
is only for member participation, viewers are welcome. The
Stud Club riders shovel out
a show as they race studded
motorbikes and other ATVs.
Dangerous but dazzling, this
event attracts hundreds. One can
register to become a Stud Club

member at the club’s website.
For the fearless
Many Perham/Dent, Minn.,
area folks would say that ice
racing is nothing compared
to a slide down the locally
famous Perham Hill.
“This hill is not for the
faint of heart,” said 8-year-old
James Ard of Dent, who has
been sledding the hill for the
past few winters. The hill is
much steeper and larger than
the average sledding hill.
There are no rules or restrictions at Perham Hill so extra
precaution is advised, especially when the soft snow has
been packed down, glazed over
with hard ice and potholed by
erosion.
“If you know how to
steer, it’s really a thriller,”
said
Marshall Baker, 22, a
Moorhead area resident.
Baker admits that he has
been down the hill countless
times but has yet to go home
without a variety of bruises.
A popular bizarre event
many communities arrange for
winter is the Polar Plunge.
“Freezing has never been this
fun,” said an East Otter Tail
Focus journalist. Functional as
a fundraiser for most communities, a large hole is drilled
in the ice and individuals cannonball into the frigid water in
celebration of winter. Laughs
are loud in response to the
plungers’ reactions to the icy
dip.
For this particular event,
watching may prove more amusing that participating. Some
close Polar Plunges include
Jamestown, N.D., on Feb.
12, the Holiday Inn in Grand
Forks, N.D., and Applebee’s in
Fargo on March 5 and Detroit
Lakes, Minn., on Feb. 18.
For the sportsman
More team-focused fun can
be found at the International
Eelpout Festival in Walker,
Minn. Some festival events
include a bikini ice-fishing
fashion show, eelpout karaoke
and eelpout angling contests.
But, the most extreme of these
events is the rugby tournament on-ice. This is an official
rugby tournament featuring the
Bemidji, Minn., state champs
and it’s free for cheering fans.
Other official and local teams
pack on the padding to try for
the team win. This festival is
held Feb. 16-19.
For a participation sport,
take your pick of the hundreds of ice golfing events
around the lakes. As a more
family friendly activity, this
one requires skill. Ice golfing
locations range from Carlson’s

Check it out!
St. Paul Winter Carnival:
www.winter-carnival.com/
events/
Defiant Gardens: plainsart.
org

The Spot:

thespotwinebar.com

The Red Raven:

redravenespressoparlor.com

JT Cigarro:

jtcigarro.com

Detroit Lakes and Lake
Park events:

www.visitdetroitlakes.com

Suomi Hills Kennel:

www.dogsledmn.com

Candlelight skiing:

www.dnr.state.mn.us –
search “candlelight events”

Ice Racing:

mniceracing.com

Eelpout festival:

www.eelpoutfestival.com
Ice golf:
www.hookandslice.org and
www.longville.com/icegolf
18-hole mini-golf rotary fundraiser on Chub Lake of Carlton
to Longville’s annual Ice Golf
Team Tournament with cash
prizes for the top three finishers. Both events are held in
early February, specific dates
pending.
However, it’s not difficult to
find local ice golfing events,
as almost every winter festival
has one. Many are for charity
causes and others are for fun
competition.
These are just a few select
events that are in Minnesota.
Plan a weekend mini-vacation or a day trip. Whatever
the case, freak out and make
February a new favorite. No
matter the character, the season has told and untold secrets
that have the potential to fully
boost an attitude, allowing a
not-so-frustrating February.
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Tradition gives students publishing experience

Previous “Red Weather” issues.

BY KRISTIN KIRTZ
kirtzkr@mnstate.edu

An MSUM tradition that goes
back almost 50 years is about
to teach yet anotherw group of
students how publishing works.

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

First published in 1963 as
“Convivio,” the MSUM literary
journal has allowed students,
faculty and alumni to publish
creative written work.
Now known as “Red Weather”
students in English 495/595 are

put in charge of the publishing
process.
Graduate
student
Ryan
Christiansen, the managing
editor and instructor for the
course, thinks that this class
not only offers students an
extraordinary experience with
publishing a literary journal
but also gives people the
chance to get their creative
works published and out where
others can read them.
Christiansen explained the
screening process for the works
that are submitted. They are
reviewed anonymously by the
students. This way everyone
has a fair chance at being
published and only the best
entries are put into the journal.
“What I enjoy most is the fact
that the students really drive
the decisions on what ends up
being in the issue and how the
issue looks,” Christiansen said.

Sarpino’s: best of the chain pizzerias

so readers will be able to access
video or audio on their phone.
To find out more information
about “Red Weather,” visit
at
http://web.mnstate.edu/
redweather/.
“Red Weather” is also
taking
submissions
now.
Instructions and guidelines
can be found at http://
news.mnstate.edu/2012/01/
msum%E2%80%99s-redweather-journal-nowaccepting-submissions/.
“Red Weather” incorporates
a mixture of old traditions and
new ideas. Sorensen is eager
to see what this semester will
bring.
“It’s exciting to know that
the editors as well as the
contributors will be joining
a rich campus tradition,”
Sorensen said.
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BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

In one of Fargo-Moorhead’s
most eclectic strip malls,
squeezed between a gym and a
liquor store, down from a quasiIrish bar and a health market,
there’s yet another option to
cure late-night hunger pangs:
Sarpino’s Pizzeria.
Due east of the south
Moorhead Dairy Queen on
30th Avenue, it blends right in
between a sprawling suburban
parking lot and an empty field
overripe for development.
Sarpino’s, which opened last
year, is a take-out and delivery
outfit – a chain with a gourmet
twist. And, for no surcharge,
it delivers its array of eats
throughout the immediate metro
area, from the southernmost
depths of West Fargo to the most
eastern easts of Dilworth. On a
recent night, I chose take out.
With only four chairs, two
tables and no bathroom, it
was clear that Sarpino’s is
a place to retrieve food, not
consume it. The sterile lighting,
wallpapered menu and efficiency
of the operation made it obvious
this was a franchise, while
comforting me that I would be
getting a quality product.
The menu goes beyond
most pizza purveyors, with
sandwiches, pastas, calzones,
salads and desserts. The clerk
said the sandwiches, such as the
Sarpino’s meatball classic and
chicken club sandwich might be
the best items on the menu, but
he conceded that Sarpino’s is
primarily a pizza joint.
The pizza options exhibit
more creativity and variety than
Domino’s, Pizza Hut, Little
Caesars, Godfather’s and other
franchised competitors. The
Pizza Santorino, for example,
combines gyro meat, olives,
onions, tomatoes and feta on a
bed of olive oil. It also employs
something called “Sarpino’s
gourmet cheese blend,” which
reappears throughout the menu.
For vegetarians, there’s several
options, including a white, olive-

Tyler Sorensen, a senior
taking the course, is looking
forward to the experience “Red
Weather” offers.
“I expect to learn a lot about
the craft of literary publishing.
This is somewhat new to me, of
course, but in a few months, I
hope to see my name credited
with my classmates in a project
we can admire with pride.
I’m looking forward to being
involved in every step of the
process,” Sorensen said.
Through the years “Red
Weather” has published poetry,
fiction and visual art in a print
form. This year, they will
continue that custom but will
also be adding a couple new
features, audio and video.
Keeping up with modern
technology, Christiansen said
this year they are going to
have a print and ebook version.
URLs and links will be listed,

oil based pizza and a pesto-based
choice.
The store also has 44 different
toppings that can be mixed and
matched in nearly infinite ways
for a custom pizza. If black
olives or green olives just won’t
suffice, how about Kalamata
olives? They’ve got that.
Upon the advice of the
friendly and helpful pizza man,
I chose the decadent New York
Deli specialty pizza – a protein
packed top-seller. After less
than 10 minutes, I left the store
with a 10-inch pizza, (about
$12) heaping with ground beef,
pepperoni, salami, Canadian
bacon and sausage. As if the
meal wasn’t unhealthy enough,
the pizza man tossed in some
jalapeno ranch dipping sauce,
one of 12 options.
With specimen in hand, I
swiftly went to a friend’s house
for careful analysis. Picking
up the first slice, I immediately
noticed how greasy the pizza
was. But it tasted delicious, with
an excellent ratio of cheese,

meat, crust and sauce. The
cheese was diverse and flavorful.
The pan crust was just the right
depth. The sauce had a tinge of
sweetness, which balanced the
extreme saltiness of the plentiful
meats.
Sarpino’s seems like the
perfect pizza to impulsively
order late on a weekend night,
and its hours make that possible.
It’s open until 3 a.m. Friday and
Saturday and until midnight all
other nights.
Considering the convenience
and relative quality, Sarpino’s
prices are fair. That might be
due to the competitive FargoMoorhead
pizza
market.
Although local stores, such as
Pizza Nico’s, Duanes House
of Pizza and Rhombus Guys
produce a higher-quality product,
Sarpino’s offers the best value
among the area’s chain pizzerias.
For college students with an
aversion to cooking, who are
looking for a quick late-night
calorie binge, Sarpino’s Pizzeria
is worth checking out.

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

Sarpino’s is located at 818 30th Ave. S. in Moorhead.
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Opinion

Advocate Editorial Board

Tough decisions shouldn’t
have to be made
Due to budget cuts, MSUM’s continuing
studies department was discontinued this
school year.
President Edna Szymanski said the decision
to close the department was tough - one of
many sacrifices the university has made to
deal with decreased state support for higher
education over the past decade.
Cuts to departments are an attempt to keep
tuition costs down, but it is a shame that the
university has to choose between eliminating
programs many citizens find valuable and
higher costs for students.
Now that the state has a surplus - albeit a
small one - it’s time for our elected officials
to start adequately funding public colleges
and universities. That would prevent future
painful programming cuts.
No matter the politics, high-quality education
at an affordable price was once a Minnesota
tradition. Here’s hoping the legislature and
governor rekindle that bipartisan spirit in the
next budget cycle.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed
and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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F-M area boring, yet pleasant

BY ADAM HANSEN
hansenad@mnstate.edu

I’m not a North Dakota native.
I didn’t even love growing up
in Minnesota. More than one
time, I’ve referred to the FargoMoorhead area as “the armpit of
the universe.”
During the summer, my living
room feels like a sauna without
the old men in towels. During
the winter, I try my best to avoid
frostbite while getting to and
from school. It seems that every
year the Red River spills over its
banks and tries to swallow me
whole.
It should surprise no one that
last year Fargo was named, as far
as weather goes, one of the worst
places to live in the United States
by the Weather Channel.
While the weather may be
awful, it often feels like the
boredom is worse. I complain
about not having enough to do.
“There’s nothing going on.”
“Nowhere to go.” I hear “let’s go

to the bar” on a daily basis.
In 2010, Fargo was named
the second-drunkest city in the
nation by the Daily Beast. That’s
something we can all be proud of,
right? I should’ve written about it
in my last Christmas card.
I’m sure a lot of you, dear
readers, are nodding your heads
in agreement right now. In fact, I
plan to move far, far away from
this vast expanse of nothingness
as soon as I graduate in May. I’m
hunting for jobs in larger cities
such as Chicago, LA, Boston and
so on. I crave more culture, more
people, more opportunity.
Yet the closer I get to
graduation, the harder I look at
my current surroundings. When
you get down to it, you could do
a lot worse than the F-M area.
This may sound like a plug for
the chamber of commerce, but
did you know that Fargo’s crime
is among the lowest in the nation?
While the trappings of the “big
city” may seem enticing, how
great could it be if you’re worried
about getting mugged on every
corner?
If you’re looking to move to a
bigger metro area, pay attention
to the cost of housing. You’ll find
the cost of living is significantly
higher in other areas, especially
when it comes to rent. Even
the prices of food and utilities
here are lower than the national
average.
OK. Let’s back up and say that
you found a cheap place to live in

an area with low crime and great
weather. How’s the economy? I
only ask because North Dakota
has an unemployment rate of
3.4 percent while the rest of the
country struggles to keep it under
10 percent. While much of this is
due to the oil boom in the Bakken
area, it’s spawned an economic
anomaly across the entire state.
One of the things that I
complain about is the lack of
local activity. It’s not because
there’s nothing here, but because
I’m not proactive enough. Nearly
any night of the week, you can
find live music. If music’s not
your thing, take a peek at the two
art museums. Both the Rourke
and Plains have high-quality art
on display from national and
local artists.
Even if you’re not looking for
art or music, you still have dozens
of great local eateries to check
out. There are a number of options
for any picky eater, whether
you’re a vegan, vegetarian or a
good ol’ omnivore. Some, such as
the Green Market, even use local
and organic ingredients.
I’ll be honest. Even after
spouting off all of these statistics,
I still plan on looking for a job
elsewhere. After five years, it’s
time for a change. However, I
encourage you to take a second
look at the FM community. Think
long and hard before you decide
you need to leave for greener
pastures. You might be surprised
by what you find.

Letter to the editor: In response to ‘Hosting hopelessness’

I hope that the article you wrote in last week’s paper was a joke, if not, it was possibly the most narcissistic
piece of a column (whether or not it was in the opinion section) I have ever read. Don’t get me wrong, I
don’t often read the school newspaper, but my fiance told me I had to read this article. I don’t want to be
mean, but seriously, that was a bad article.
Regards,
Brad Ostendorf
President - Dragon Business Association

Drink in moderation: Poison popular

BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

Diet Coke. Oh, the implications it
makes.
Diet Coke is a societal staple. As I sat
in class the other day, my eyes glanced
over at a girl younger than my brittle 21
years, popping open the substitution for
the “really-bad-for-you” kind of pop only
youngsters and men drink these days.
Only the ignorant still drink non-diet soda
(notice how I’m intermingling the words
“soda” and “pop” so as to satisfy everyone
with their stance on the true name of
soda pop). Don’t they realize how much
SUGAR is in a can of pop? They must
not care about their figure. They must not
care about what they’re putting into their

bodies. They must not care about their
health.
For a few seconds, I imagined my
classmate as a 38-year-old mother of three
still chugging away at her daily poison.
She doesn’t know where she would be
without her daily fix of an aspartamefilled beverage. It’s a habit now, and after
more than a decade of thinking it made a
difference buying the diet version, she’s
overweight and doesn’t know how it
happened – she blames it on the kids. She
doesn’t have time to work out when she
has three school-age kids and is sitting
in her cubicle 9 to 4:30, Monday through
Friday.
For some reason I still haven’t figured
out, the populace is determined to believe
that anything labeled “diet” has the
ability to defy their ingredients and help
the human race lower their BMI. It has
the word “diet” written on it, so it has to
support weight-loss, right? Diet Coke
is just one of the more obvious products
that has become a cultural phenomena of
hypocrisy.
I won’t go off on a tangent preaching
the havoc aspartame has on one’s earthly
vessel, but let’s heed the research.
In an article titled “Artificially Sweetened
Beverages Cause for Concern” published
in the Journal of the American Medical
Association, David S. Ludwig, MD, PhD,

the article’s author, discusses the rather
bitter side of artificially sweetened drinks.
In this article, Ludwig, a Harvard
professor and Founding Director of
the Optimal Weight for Life clinic at
Children’s Hospital in Boston, discusses
three imperative points.
Your body is getting confused. The
regulatory system controlling hunger and
body weight gets thrown off by the sweet
taste and calorie disunity. Your body then
feels the need to raise its intake of calories,
so if you were planning on losing weight
for swimsuit season by subbing diet drinks
for others, think again. That monokini will
still expose the muffin top you’ve been
trying to lose.
Once again, rodents were used for lab
testing (thus reminding me of Pinky and
the Brain), and in this test, the ones fed
saccharin (fake sweetener) gained more
weight than those fed sucrose (real sugar).
How devastating.
Secondly, by taking in artificial
sweeteners you’re making other foods less
enjoyable, in a way. These sugar posers
are a hundred times sweeter than regular
sucrose, so after becoming so accustomed
to substituting, our taste buds soon find
naturally sugary foods, such as fruit, dull
– not sweet enough for the artificial sweet
tooth we replaced our old one with after
months of “dieting.” Since healthy foods

begin losing their appeal, it will in turn
affect our diets negatively.
Though the reason is not understood
yet, a link was found by the San Antonio
Heart Study between obesity and the
consumption of diet beverages. Even
amidst such research, the intake of sugar
substitutions is growing.
“If trends in consumption continue, the
nation will, in effect, have embarked on
a massive, uncontrolled and inadvertent
public health experiment,” Ludwig said.
“Although many synthetic chemicals have
been added to the food supply in recent
years, artificial sweeteners in beverages
stand out in their ability to interact with
evolutionarily
ancient
sensorineural
pathways at remarkably high affinity.”
Leave it to a doctor to make it sound
more confusing than it really is. In other
words, though almost every other part
of our food supply has been affected by
genetically modified nastiness, artificial
sweeteners in our buyable liquids go
above and beyond in their ability to affect
our brain chemistry.
Have I mentioned I love the taste of a
nice, cold Diet Coke every so often? All
this talk is making me thirsty, and it’s
tempting to be hypocritical. Slap me now.
There should be a warning label: “Drink in
moderation.” Any kind of pop should be a
treat, not a habit.
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Lady Dragons fail to keep up intensity against Warriors
Women fall to 6-9 overall, 3-7 in the NSIC
by Janae Boswell
boswellja@mnstate.edu

Janae Boswell • boswellja@mnstate.edu

Junior guard Kaycee Charette attempts to get past Warrior Abby Busch during
their game on Saturday.

Three
players
scoring
double digits for the women’s
basketball team wasn’t enough
to surpass Winona (Minn.)
State during Saturday’s game
in Nemzek.
The Dragons fell just eight
points short to the Warriors as
the final score read 69-61.
In the first half, the Dragons
intensity wasn’t where it
needed to be.
Senior forward Angie Jetvig
was the opening scorer of the
game, making a shot in the
paint. Then junior guard Marisa
Yernatich started lighting up the
court. Her three-point baskets
let everyone know why she is
second in the NSIC in 3-point
percentage.
The Dragons struggled to hit
the boards and capitalize on shot
opportunities, which resulted

Classifieds
Services
Pregnant? Free pregnancy
testing and limited ultrasound exams with
registered nurses.
www.firstchoiceclinic.com
or 701-237-6530.

in them struggling to keep
the lead. Both of Yernatich’s
3-point baskets toward the end
of the first half helped keep the
Dragons in the game and they
led 24-22 at halftime.
The Warriors came out strong
in the second half, scoring right
away to tie the game, but more
baskets and the Dragons failing
to communicate defensively
put Winona up. By two minutes
into the second half, Jetvig took
over, scoring twice to tie the
game at 26.
With 15 minutes left in the
game, sophomore forward
Megan Strese stepped up and
attacked the boards sending her
to the free-throw line twice.
Strese’s free throws helped
the Dragons but they couldn’t
sustain the lead. The Warriors
answered with a 12-point run.
After a timeout, sophomore
guard Haley Thomforde sank
a quick shot but the Warriors

answered with three 3-pointer,
which brought the score to
53-42. Yernatich responded
to those those shots with one
of her own - her fifth 3-point
shot of the game - bringing
the Dragons within just seven
points. The shot sparked a
flare in the Dragons intensity,
resulting in eight more points.
But this wasn’t enough to
compete with the Warriors’
defense and ability to sink
important shots.
That was the Dragons’
biggest obstacle of the night,.
They finished with a dismal 19for-58 from the field. Yernatich
led the Dragons in scoring with
18, followed by Strese with 17
and Jetvig with 12.
The
Dragons
take
on
Concordia-St. Paul (Minn.)
University at 6 p.m. on Friday.
For more information, visit
msumdragons.com.

Dragons fall to
No. 13 Warriors

Employment
Part-Time & Full-Time
Teller Positions
VISIONBank currently has
openings for Part Time and
Full Time Teller positions.
We are seeking flexible &
team oriented individuals
with enthusiasm & interpersonal skills to provide
our bank clients with an
elevated level of personal
service. Must be able to
work M-F with some Sat
& evenings. Past experience in a Bank or customer
service is preferred.
VISIONBank offers competitive salaries and the following benefits for full-time
positions:
Immediate enrollment in
health, dental and vision
insurance.
401k retirement plan, life
insurance and long term
disability.
Educational opportunities
to learn and grow in your
position.
Applications on-line at
www.visionbanks.com or
email résumé to humanresources@visionbanks.com.
VISIOnBank
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Garrett Matteson • mattesonga@mnstate.edu

Dragon men's basketball had a close game with Winona (Minn.) State on
Saturday, keeping pace until Winona pulled ahead 76-63.

by danny determan
determda@mnstate.edu

After a two-point overtime
victory on Friday against Upper
Iowa University, Fayette, the
Dragons came up short on
Saturday, losing 76-63 to the
13th-ranked Warriors of Winona
(Minn.) State University.
The Dragons kept the score
close throughout the first half,
exchanging the lead with the
Warriors in the early minutes of
the game. Senior guard Andrew
VanHavermaet came off the
bench to score 12 points in the
half off of four three-pointers.
At halftime, the Dragons were
just behind, 38-36.
The Dragons came out just as
strong in the second half, led by
junior forward Jake Lindfors,
who scored 15 in the half. But

the team eventually went cold,
missing 12 consecutive shots
late in the game. This drought
proved to be too much, and the
Dragons fell by 13 points.
MSUM finished the game
shooting 37.8 percent from the
field, including 84.6 percent
from the free throw line. The
Lindfors led the Dragons in
scoring with 21 points, followed
by
VanHavermaet with 12.
Senior guards Charlie Chapman
and D.J. Hamilton each chipped
in with 11 points. The Dragons
fell to 13-2 overall on the
season and 9-2 in the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference.
They will be on the road this
weekend, facing ConcordiaSt. Paul (Minn.) University on
Friday and St. Cloud (Minn.)
State University on Saturday.

